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With ANKEBUT (Female Spider), Zehra Doğan presents a new performance that embodies 
the female resistance weaving a web of human hair on spokes of barbed wires. The action is 
accompanied by a female chant that returns the persecution of the Yazidi Kurds.

Through the performance act ANKEBUT (Female Spider), artist Zehra Doğan presents a new 
work that brings the theme of female resistance to the center interrogating the relationship 
that women develop with their bodies and the earth. ANKEBUT – a word that designates  
the female spider in a surah (apportionment) of the Qur‘ān – is realized in a site-specific 
intervention that finds space between the columns of the industrial architecture of oxyd. The 
work is composed by a web of human hair on spokes of barbed wires, the same wires that 
constitute walls and barriers in numerous geographies around the world, still erected with 
the aim of dividing lands and making it illegal for human beings to be present. As a Kurdish 
woman, Doğan has often found herself living among these territories among these wires – 
divided by the regimes‘ exercise of geo-political, racial and gender control – building and 
re-building her own home each time someone arrived to destroy it. As a form of opposition  
to the dominant male power system, spider web weaving becomes an existential metaphor for 
the resistance and generative power of which women, like female spiders, are capable. „Our 
solitary, subtle, invisible, delicate but strong, nest-building nests“, Doğan says: „to connect 
and defend, and to create the space necessary for survival and life expression.“
The action unfolds with the broadcast of a song by a Yazidi woman named Sorgul: recog-
nized as a love song that has been passed down in different languages for many years, it 
is actually a lament describing the persecution and massacre of Yazidi Kurds.
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